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intensity regime. As the intensity is increased, the max-
imum temporal growth rate, yo=max(rrr;), approaches
and eventually exceeds roz while rrr, becomes increasingly
larger than copG. When yo substantially exceeds cup,

&0=J3(o„=J3(cor coovo/16c )'~ and the instability is
said to be strongly coupled [5]. The width of the co; vs ro,
curve is approximately twice the maximum temporal
growth rate as can also be seen in Fig. 1(a).

In strongly coupled RBS the ~aves must still obey m

and k matching in order for the instability to grow ex-
ponentially. However, the frequency and wave number of
the plasma wave, and therefore those of the light wave,
do not satisfy their respective dispersion relations. When
an extremely short laser pulse excites these strongly
driven modes they exponentiate from the leading edge
backward through the laser pulse. The growth rate in

the short-pulse variable z —ct is given by m; = co,
=(rozcoovo/10c )'~ which is only 0.67 times smaller
than the temporal growth rate [6]. When the backscat-
tered wave exits the laser pulse before it exits the plasma
(since plasma length is much greater than the laser pulse
length) it must couple to a normal mode in the pump-free
plasma. In this situation the exit boundary (i.e. , the en-
velope of the laser) is moving and causes both the fre-
quency and the wave number of the backscattered wave
to change when it leaves the laser pulse. Thus the experi-
mentally detected frequency rod will in general be
diflerent from err~ and the usual strong-coupling theory
must be modified.

The detected frequency for each unstable co~ and k~

can be determined by requiring that the electric and mag-
netic fields be continuous at some point near the trailing
edge of the laser pulse where the instability stops grow-
ing. The fields can be continuous only if the continuity of
the phase condition

Md +kd vg
= co ] +k j & g (2)

Since cod and kd satisfy the electromagnetic dispersion re-
lation in a plasma, we use ckd =(cod —iv~) '~ and Eq. (2)
becomes a quadratic equation for cod. Defining 8
=(ko —k ~)c and ro, for the real part of co„weobtain, for

Qpp «coo the detected frequency of the backscattered
wave

cod =coo —
2 (8+co„). (3)

It can be seen from Eq. (3) that, for low intensity, the
detected frequency reduces to the standard result cod

=coo —co&G. However, in the strongly coupled limit 6 ap-
proaches zero for the most unstable modes and can be-

todt+kdz =co~t+k ~z+c~

is satisfied for all times at the moving boundary. The po-
sition of the moving boundary is given by z =zo+v~r,
where v~ is the group velocity of the envelope and
cr =(kd —k~)zo. After substituting the boundary posi-
tion for z, Eq. (I) becomes

come negative in some cases. Therefore, at high densities
the redshift for the mode with the maximum growth rate,
-co,/2, can be less than cop, and for all densities rod can
be larger than coo even though m, is positive. We stress
that this last point does not violate action (photon) con-
servation because the generation of the observed spectra
is a two-step process. First co~ and k~ are created by the
RBS instability which does conserve action. Second, this
mode is frequency upshifted as it is transmitted through
the laser pulse. This process is analogous to the frequen-

cy upshifting encountered in the interaction of light with

underdense ionization fronts in that action need not be
conserved [7].

In order to obtain theoretical spectra we numerically
solve the warm fluid RBS dispersion to find 8 for each co;

and ro, shown in Fig. 1(a). We then calculate the growth
rate in terms of ed. A white-noise source is then ex-
ponentiated for both the co; vs cod and the co; vs No N,
curves. This is shown in Fig. 1(b) where the exponentia-
tion time is coot =81 and the spectral power is plotted as a
function of both co„[P(cd,)] and rod [P(cod)]. The rela-

tive shape of these curves is not sensitive to the choice for
the exponentiation time. These curves reveal two surpris-

ing results. First, the detected spectrum P(coy) is

significantly wider than the peak growth rate and second,
although no modes growing inside the laser pulse are
blueshifted, a portion of the detected spectrum can be
blueshifted with respect to the laser frequency.

In the experiments Nd:glass laser pulses, 0.8 psec
(FWHM) in duration containing up to 4 J of 1.05 pm
light [8], were focused by an f/8 lens for a maximum

peak focal intensity of 10' W/cm (v„,=0.8) [9). The
prepulse intensity contrast was about 10 with a dura-
tion of about 300 ps. In the experiments reported here,
although the ionization dynamics and heating may be
aAected, the RBS interaction at high intensities is not be-
lieved to be significantly influenced by the prepulse.

Because the tunneling ionization rate is high even very

early in the laser pulse (Keldysh parameter x=0.2 at
10 I~,q), calculations using the Keldysh ionization
rate, as well as plasma images [101, suggest that plasma
is formed as far as 15 Rayleigh lengths (zo-500 pm) on
either side of best focus. The bulk of the laser pulse
(both radially over the focal spot and axially over several
focal depths) therefore samples a uniform, fully ionized
plasma of density n, =Zn„, where Z=2 is the charge
state and n„is the neutral density of helium.

In Fig. 2 we show a typical backscatter spectrum ob-
tained when the laser is operated at I=10' W/cm .
Such spectra were obtained for neutral helium pressures
between 0.5 and 20.0 torr ( ~ 1%; n, =3.3 x 10' —1.3
X10' cm if 100% ionization is assumed). In this
figure the narro~ spectral peak at 1.05 pm is the laser
fiducial. The RBS spectrum exhibits two prominent
features. The first is a broad redshifted peak which has a
width greater than its shift and which extends to the blue
side of the incident laser peak. This feature is only ob-
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served for the highest-intensity shots (laser energy
greater than 2 J). The second is an intense relatively nar-
row feature which has a shift somewhat greater than the

plasma frequency of a fully ionized gas. Because it is

common to spectra taken at both low and high intensities
we attribute this narrow feature to weakly coupled RBS
from regions of the focal volume where the intensity is

low. Assuming the redshift of this peak is given by the
Bohm-(across frequency cong, we infer a longitudinal elec-
tron temperature of 5 to 10 eV over the entire density
range of the experiment.

The RBS signal falls below detection threshold when

n, & 5 x 10' cm for two reasons. First, Landau damp-

ing of the plasma waves becomes significant at the lower

densities. For example, at n, = 10' cm the Landau

damping rate is already 0.5cop. This causes the efTective

growth rate to be reduced. Second, the ponderornotive
force of the laser is large enough to expel a significant
number of electrons [11]. Equating the ponderomotive
f'orce to the space-charge force we find a density depres-
sion of

&'osc ~o o
(T N 47Kp

(a is the focal spot diameter and Xo is the laser wave-

length) which approaches 50% at a density of 5X10'
cm -' f'or v«, /@=0.8. On the other hand, for densities
beyond l0' cm self-phase modulation of the light
pulse caused by the ionization process can appreciably
affect the incident light spectrum [12]. For this reason
we present in this paper only data at densities up to
3&10' cm where such eff'ects have been shown to con-
tribute negligibly [13].

in Fig. 3(a) we compare the calculated cod for the
mode with the largest growth rate with the shift of the
broad feature observed in the measured high-intensity

1000 1050 1100 1150

Wavelength (nm)

FIG. 2. Experimentally observed RBS spectrum at high laser
intensity. The broad, nearly symmetric feature extending to the
blue is observed only in high-intensity shots and is attributed to
strongly coupled SRS. Heavy solid curve is Gaussian-plus-
constant fit to the broad feature. The shift and width referred
to in Fig. 3 are indicated.

FIG. 3. (a) Theoretical (cop —cod) and experimental frequen-

cy shifts of the broad red feature in the strongly coupled RBS
spectra. (b) Spectral widths (solid line, theory; circles, high-

power experiments; squares, lo~-power experiments) and max-
imum growth rates (dashed lines).

spectra. The experimental shifts are determined by
htting the broad feature with a Gaussian (plus a constant;
heavy solid curve in Fig. 2). The experimental data are
in qualitative agreement with the shifts predicted by the
modified strong-coupling theory. In particular, the ob-
served shifts are less than mp for the high densities. At
the lowest density the measured frequency shifts are
thought to be lower than the predicted values because
electron blowout by the radial ponderomotive force of the
laser reduces the electron density. On the other hand, in-

clusion of kinetic terms in the RBS dispersion relation
will tend to increase the shifts for the lower densities be-

cause the modes with larger co, (and largest 8) are less

severely Landau damped.
The broad bump seen in the high-intensity experiments

is due to RBS driven by laser intensities for which the

growth rate exceeds the Bohm-Gross frequency. This cri-
terion is met only near best focus at the peak of the laser
pulse. Therefore the number of e-foldings can be limited

and the strongly coupled instability may not be driven to
saturation. In this case we estimate the spectral widths

from the width of the exponentiated ro; vs co, curves [cf.
Fig. 1(b)].

In Fig. 3 (b) we plot the experimentally measured
widths of the broad feature (circles) and the predicted
widths for an e-folding time of coot =100 and i„,/c =0.8.
This time corresponds to roughly three e-foldings for the
fastest growing mode, The predicted widths agree quite
well with the measured widths except at the lowest densi-

ties where it becomes difficult to obtain meaningful
Gaussian fits (because the laser fiducial overlaps the red

feature), though electron blowout could also reduce the

measured widths. If instead cooI, =500 is assumed, the
entire curve shifts down but remains considerably above
the low-power widths. %'e emphasize that the widths

predicted by a simple exponentiation of the ~; vs

curve would be too small by at least a factor of 2 and the
resulting spectra would contain no blue component.

Another efTect could also, in principle, broaden the
spectrum of each individual m and k mode. The F'ourier

spectrum of a growing exponential of the form e'"'e ' is l
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where the temporal intensity profile is assumed to be
Gaussian with a characteristic width t For vosj. c=0.3
(low intensity), t =800 fs, and n, between 10' and 10'
cm, N=50-70, respectively. Clearly, for any reason-
able thermal fluctuation level, the unstable modes will
saturate before such a large number of e-foldings can
occur. Assuming each mode has a similar saturated level,
the spectral width should reflect the width of the co; vs co„
curve which, as shown in Fig. 1(a), is equal to twice the
temporal growth rate. We have therefore also plotted the
maximum weak-coupling temporal growth rate for vari-
ous laser intensities (v„,/c) as a function of density (the
dashed lines) along with the measured widths of the low-
power narrow feature in Fig. 3(b). The measured widths
of the narrow feature are consistent with theoretical pre-
dictions for v„Jcbetween 0. 1 and 0.3, in good agreement
with our best estimates of the laser intensity in the low-
intensity experiments.

In conclusion, we have observed stimulated Raman

Lorentzian centered at frequency to with a width of I . If
the instability were not saturated, the spectrum of the
detected signal could be broadened. In short-pulse exper-
iments, however, the spatial pulse length is a small frac-
tion of both the plasma size and the Rayleigh length. As
a result, the signal grows because the intensity of the
laser changes as the pulse passes through the focal
volume. The resulting width I is estimated by diAeren-

tiating exp(j ydt) with respect to z. This gives I
= —

—,
' zcr ye/(z +zo), where yo is the growth rate at

best focus, zo is the Rayleigh length, and z is the axial po-
sition relative to best focus. For cr (zo the broadening
is less than yo. In this experiment cr is between 2 and

of zo. Therefore, this transient broadening, on its own,

fails to account for the large widths and blue component
of the observed spectra, and does not in any case predict
shifts smaller than co~ at high densities.

As an aside we note that the width of the narrow
feature in the low-power spectra (not shown here) pro-
vides a direct measure of the weak-coupling growth rates.
The narrow peak is produced throughout the laser pulse

by RBS which eventually saturates because the number
of e-foldings is large. That saturation occurs can be seen

by integrating the weakly coupled growth rate [14]
y=(1/242)(v„jc)(tooco~)' over the laser pulse. The
number of e-foldings can be expressed as

&/2

backseat tering from intense, subpicosecond laser-pro-
duced plasmas. At the highest intensities the backscat-
tered spectra are consistent with strongly coupled Raman
backscatter theory, appropriately modified for short
pulses: The "red" features in the scattered spectra have
widths greater than or~, extend to the blue side of the
laser, and, at the highest densities, can be shifted by less
than co&. At low intensity, the widths of the red feature,
which provide a measure of conventional SRS growth
rates, are consistent with theory.
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